36	THE PACIFIC ENVIRONMENT
all that remain of native peoples who had advanced very far
m the arts of civilization And with the coming of white men
and their diseases to these regions the decadence of many
Pacific islanders seems to have been hastened Isolation can
bring its dangers as well as its security Depopulation is
a distressing reality m most of the islands despite the fact
that labour for tropical agriculture is so urgently required
and Asiatics have had to be imported in large numbers The
future development of the islands will demand much labour
but here are the facts about declining populations In 1870
it was estimated that Polynesia contained 690000 native
people In 1930 there were about 200000 but 145000
Asiatics and 37000 whites had come in. Melanesia was
computed to have three million natives but these recently
numbered scarcely one million Micronesia declined from
270 000 to less than 90 000 In fifty years two thirds of the
native population has disappeared
On the contrary some of the East Indies the Philippines
and Japan show great increases of people so great indeed
that some islands now have all the population that their
resources will support Some island peoples are already
spilling over into neighbouring lands The present century
has seen a remarkable expansion in the population of Japan
comparable to that which occurred in England during the
Mfteteejath century This was one of the main dynamics
foefomd Japan s attempt to expand -her territory by conquest
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Got ofcr aspect of the population of Pacific regions
shmM fee notesed here. Maay lands face more ways than
«*ae, aad tter peopk reflect this outlook The wild Malayan
S3©*mtainous east of Formosa for example is as
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